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I request that the TiGa Resource Consent applications be DECLINED in their entirety. 
 
SUBMISSION by Tony Sole opposing TiGa RC applications to mine on the Barrytown Flats 
 
Background 
 

1. My partner and I have lived at Punakaiki since 2008.  We often tell people we “wouldn’t live 
anywhere else” and it’s because of the stunning natural environment, our peaceful existence 
here, and the community we have become part of.  We now find much of this threatened by 
an ambitious industrial mining proposal. 

 
Introduction 
 

2. My main reason for opposing the applications by TiGa Minerals and Metals is the significant 
adverse effects trucking the heavy mineral sands along the Coast Road would have on the 
environment and on the community. 

 
Trucking 
 

3. The spectre of open-cast mining right next to a scenic highway, with dozens of mining trucks 
thundering along the road 17 hours a day, seven days a week, horrifies me.  I am hardly 
alone in this – most people I talk to are appalled and many, especially visitors, find it hard to 
believe this is even being considered. 

 
4. We can’t afford to put visitors off in this way – many in our community make a living from 

tourism one way or another.  And tourism provides a much more sustainable future for the 
region than mining ever will. 

 
5. And I hear of people who have thought seriously about coming to live here, attracted for 

many of the same reasons we were.  And then they hear about the mine and it’s all over. 
 

6. It is disconcerting that the company still hasn’t said whether they will truck north or south.  
Playing this “maybe we will, maybe we won’t” game with Coast Road communities means 
no-one living and working on the length of the road from Greymouth to Westport can 
actually calculate for sure the magnitude of the noise, dust, vibration, and heavy traffic 
obstructions we will have to deal with.  Sometimes I wonder if there’s a deliberate ploy here 
– is TiGa hoping we’ll all hope we won’t be personally much affected and so won’t oppose 
their plans?  Or are they just disorganised?  Either way, it doesn’t bode well for their 
business plan. 

 
7. TiGa say the road is capable of carrying these heavy truck and trailer units.  I disagree.  The 

road is already crumbling on the edge in places, slumping in others, down to one lane in 
others, frequently partially or fully closed by rockfall or landslide everywhere.  I have no 
confidence that the impact of 50 heavy truck and trailer units every day, each carrying 30 
tonnes, will be “no more than minor”.  Whatever TiGa say. 

 
 






